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COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE AT HIGH SUCTION TEMPERATURES WITH
APPLICATION TO SOLAR HEAT PUMPS*

Edward A. Kush, Ph.D., Associate Scientist
Solar Technology Group
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York

ABSTRACT
As part of the study of Solar Assisted Heat Pump
(SAHP) Systems, the performance of the heat pump itself and its components under conditions attendant
to series solar input to the evaporator is being
investigated at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL).
Particular emphasis has been placed on the details
of the compressor performance, since in order to
properly exploit the thermodynamic potential of high
solar input temperatures (40 to 100°F), the compressor must operate efficiently over a wide range
of (saturated) suction temperatures most of which
are well above those for which present compressors
are designed. A systematic series of experiments
is being conducted at evaporating temperatures in
the range from 45 to 100°F using a Solar Heat Pump
Simulator and a specially designed Laboratory Model
Heat Pump assembled from off-the-shelf components.
Two reciprocating compressors have been tested thus
far - an open type driven by a 2-speed motor and a
hermetic 2-speed, the multi-speed feature providing
capacity control, which is a virtual necessity for
effective use of solar source. Thorough and highly
accurate instrumentation is used in the simulator
and in the heat pump refrigeration loop. This paper describes the results to date of the compressor
aspects of the solar heat pump experiments at BNL
and discusses the general application of heat pumps
and their compressors to use with solar input.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most important ways in which actively
collected solar energy can be used effectively for
space heating is as input to the evaporator of a
heat pump. In this configuration solar collection
is at relatively low temperatures so that low cost
collectors can be used while maintaining good efficiency of collection, the temperatures being
raised to space heating level by the heat pump cycle.
Even though the temperatures involved (40 to ll0°F)
are low by solar collection standards, they are
high by heat pump source standards and can produce
very high Coefficients of Performance (COP's), thus
* Work performed under the auspices of the Systems
Development Division, Office of Solar Applications,
U. S. Department of Energy.

being energy conservative,if the theoretical thermodynamic trends dictated by the Ideal Vapor Compressor Cycle can be followed. This requires that the
heat pump evaporating temperatures and, thus, compressor inlet saturated suction temperatures (50 to
90°F) be higher than those currently in common use.
Typical current compressors have not been designed
for this application, their performance and reliability are not well known for these levels, and
they are not generally warranted for this duty.
The principle considerations are the inlet valves,
which will be subjected to higher stresses and heat
transfer than under normal design conditions, and
the high mass flow rate caused by the high suction
densities which can create unduly high head pressures. The high mass flow problem can be addressed
by capacity control, particularly use of two-speeds
with the lower speed used above 50°F evaporating,
and by use of a sufficiently large and effective
condenser to prevent head pressure build-up.
If the "series" solar heat pump, or SAHP, system
is to become viable, heat pumps which exploit the
performance potential of high source temperature
must be developed, and it must be established whether present heat pump compressors can fill the requirements. BNL as support laboratory in charge of
Solar Heat Pumps for the U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Solar Applications - Active Heating and
Cooling Systems Branch has been carrying out a systematic in-house experimental study of solar input
conditions to residential size heat pumps. A Solar
Heat Pump Simulator and specially designed Laboratory Heat Pump, assembled from off-the-shelf components, are being used. Several sequences of performance tests have been carried out thus far with
quite encouraging results with regard to achieving
high COP and'reliable performance of components.
Il,2] BNL is also serving as Technical Manager of
DOE contracts to develop effective and marketable
high source temperature electrically driven heat
pumps, [3] with the compressor configuration playing
a major role. While the BNL studies have concentrated on reciprocating compressors thus fa~, the
manufacturers' work has included both reciprocating
and rotary types.
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It should be noted that the technical approach of
employing high evaporato r temperatu res, as available, applies to any vapor compressio n (VC) heat
pump. This includes use of reclaim heat, geotherma l
heat, and low grade exhaust heat from a heat engine
used to drive the compresso r. Another long term
applicatio n may be in conjunctio n with photovolt aicpowered heat pump concepts wherein hybrid photovoltaic/th ermal collectors are used. The approach
to the subject work has been to study the internal
details of the VC cycle as a basic step, and therefore, the results may be applied rather broadly.
BACKGROUND AND THEORY

It is an inherent property of the vapor compressio n
cycle that the amount of work required in the compression process decreases when the inlet pressure
is increased or outlet pressure decreased , these
pressures correspon ding approxima tely to the evaporating and condensing temperatu res of the working
fluid (refrigera nt) respectiv ely. In Fig. 1 the results of theoretic al cycle calculatio ns for the
·
heating mode compresso r COP at a range of high evaporator temperatu res for various constant condensing
temperatu res are shown for the assumed condition s
noted. The refrigera nt propertie s for R-12 were
taken from [4]. These particula r calculatio ns correspond to an open compresso r assumed to be operating at low speed with relatively high isentropic efficiencies (linearly decreasing from 85 to 70% based
on empirical results). Implicit in the cycle calculations is a condenser effective enough to reject
the heat at each suction condition without causing
increased effective outlet pressure of the compressor. The non-linea rities of the curves in Fig. 1
indicate a more rapid increase of COP with
R-12
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it can be seen that the term inside the bracket of
Eq. 1 dominates since the percent change in absolute
temperatu re is small. Raising p , which correspon ds
1

closely to the saturation pressure for T
, subevap
stantially decreases the required work if p does
2
not rise attendant ly.
In the range of saturated suction ta~peratures censidered here there is an important effect in the
trend of compresso r power requireme nt, Pc. That is,
the effect of increased mass flow, i.e.:

Th~ ~eating capacitie s correspon ding to the system
assumed in Fig. l are shown in Fig. 2 (the compressor correspon ding to 3 tons of cooling at 45, l05°F
at 1800 RPM). The calculatio ns of capacity assu~ed
a linearly increasing volumetri c efficiency , nv'
with increasing T
The use of R-22, more typievap
cal in current heat pumps, would provide increased
capacity, but, with solar assist, low source temperatures are not encountere d and R-12 could be
satisfacto ry. The capacity levels indicated in
Fig. 2 demonstra te that (1) compresso r sizing for
a SAHP can be quite different than for a conventional heat pump and (2) some form of capacity control would, indeed, be important . Further factors
pertaining to the above are the fact that the source
(and evaporatin g) temperatu res will not be at the
highest temperatu re end very often because of solar

zL-----~50~----~6~0~----~7~0----~8~0~----9~0~--~IO~O"F

5

where 1 and 2 denote compresso r inlet and outlet
condition s respectiv ely. Eq. 1 is an approxima tion
here because refrigeran t vapor does not behave as
a thermally (or caloricall y) perfect gas near saturation, but is a good enough one to demonstra te the
effect of pressure levels. With this in mind, if
we further use:

decreases with increasing evaporato r temperatu re.
This effect begins to occur in the range of 55 to
60°F for 4-pole speeds or less.

120 (48.9)

~

(l)
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by the isentropic and mechanica l efficienc ies) to
the extent that Pc required levels off and then

a._
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as suction density, p , increases which causes the
1
power input to rise, becomes countered by the decrease in work required per pound of refrigera nt,
dictated principal ly by ~his from Eq. l (modified
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The benefit of increasing T
to reduce required
evap
compressio n work per pound of refrigera nt may be
demonstra ted by the relation for isentropic compressor work:

(3)

15

8

increasing T
evap ; but when the power required for
pump/fan parasitics is included, they become more
nearly linear. [2)
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Theoretic al performan ce of high source
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collection lj.mitation s and by the potential use of
a back-up heat source such as ambient air, the
ear7h, or ground water when solar supply is insuffic~ent which would require evaporatin g temperatu res
below the (nominal) 35 to 40°F minimwn considered
for solar usage. This will be discussed further in
a lar:er section.
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Solar Heat Pump Simulator
The sbuulator is liquid-to -liquid and consists of
a simulated solar source subsystem and heating load
subsystem , as described in [1]. Both are straightforward and are designed to proviae tight control
of heat pump er..tering temperatu res and water flow
rate. The source subsystem uses electric resistance
heaters r:o replace the heat withdrawn in the evaporator thus simulating solar input. Control settings are X}l.'jnual at this time, with automatic capability to be incorpora ted in the future. Capability for air-cooled condensing is presently being
installed .
1.aborator: z Heat Pump
A liquid-to -liquid heat pump, complete except for
controls, was assembled using off-the-s helf components. A schematic is shown in Fig. 3. Two different commercia lly available compresso rs have been
tested in this heat pump thus far:

Fig, 3

Schemar:ic drawing of laboratory heat pump
with open type compresso r

have a bore of 2 3/16" and stroke of 1 1/2" giving
a total displacem ent o£ 11.26 in.3. After an initial series of tests, the original high carbon
steel inlet reed valves were replaced by 0.002"
thinner stainless steel valves, supplied by the
manufactu rer, to permit greater deflectio n and potentially higher performan ce.
The use of the open type compresso r, while not envisioned for a practical SAHP, allows detailed study
of the vapor cycle propertie s and separation out of
n~tor and mechanica l drive effects while also permitting observatio n of oil level, ready modificat ion
of configura tion (e.g. the valves), internal instrumentation (not yet installed ), and drive at a variety of speeds.
(b) Two-speed hermetic reciproca ting compresso r
(Lennox L7A). This is a 2-cylinde r unit with rated
capacity of 4 tons of cooling with R-22 at high
speed of 3450 RPM, the low speed being 1725 RPM.
The t.otal displacem ent is 4.83 in.3. Although designed for R-22, the compresso r was here again
tested with R-12.

(a) Open-type rec.!Eroca ting compresso r (Du..'lhamEush BP-42). This is a 2-cyliude r unit with oil
pump designed for military field 1.1.se with belt
drive, and has a nominal cooling capacity of 3 tons
at 17 50 RP~1 using R-12. For the experimen ts the
belt drive was removed anci the compresso r was directly couFled to a 2-speed (4-pole, 8-pole) 3phase motor und driven at speeds of 870 and 1750
HPH. Most da-ca w·ere obtained at the low speed in
a power r~1~e where the nominal motor efficiency
is 76% (r,o performan ce curves were run on the specific runto:t:, however). The compresso r cylinders

The heat exchanger s are both shell-and -tube type
of nominal 5 ton size, thus, large relative to the
compresso r. The evapo~ator is a typical chiller
with refrigera nt flow through inner-finn ed tubes
and the water passing through the baffled shell.
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The condenser cooling water flows through externally finned tubes and the refrigeran t passes over them
in the shell.

10

The expansion devices are externally balanced thermal expansion valves. A 3-ton and 5-ton valve are
mounted in parallel, with shut-off valves allowing
selection of one or the other. A manual fine-cont rol
valve installed in parallel can be used to complement the selected TXV.
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Instrumen tation and Data
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RESULTS
Open-type Compresso r
Results of a baseline series of steady-st ate performance tests showed that for the low speed a
monotonic ally increasing compresso r COP following
the general trend dictated by the Carnot ~nd Ideal
Vapor Cycles was obtained in the range from 45 to
98°F evaporatin g temperatu re. No detriment al effects to the compresso r were noticeabl e after approximate ly 200 hours of run time at the high evaporating temperatu res. Represent ative data for
heating COP are shown in Fig. 4 for a condensing
temperatu re held constant at l20°F. Maximum compressor COP was 9.7 at T
= 98°F. Several high
evap
speed data points are also included. The symbols
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Acquisitio~

Heating capacity is determined by measureme nt of
condenser water flow rate with a high precision
float-type flowmeter C± 0.5% instantane ous) and
temperatu re rise of the water with platinum resistance thermomet ers (RTD's) matched to linearized
bridge amplifier s to give O.l°F accuracy on temperature differenc e. A 6T transduce r (O.l"F) supplies
redundanc y. Motor kW input is read on a 3-phase
or 1-phase wattmeter , as appropria te (+ 1%) and the
ratio of heat out/work in gives compre;so r heating
COP. Heat input to the evaporato r is measured with
a similar flowmeter and RTD's. Within the refrigerant loop, 6 temperatu res are measured by RTD's
(± O.l°F) and 5 pressures are measured with strain
gauge transduce rs, at locations indicated in Fig.
3. These include compresso r inlet and outlet conditions to allow computatio n of compresso r efficiencies. Refrigera nt flow rate is measured by a positive displacem ent flowmeter in the liquid line.
Bourdon gauges and precision thermomet ers are also
used in key locations for rapid visual observatio n
and redundanc y.
All
and
are
via

COMP
VALVES

11.

7

Other elements include a receiver, an accumulat or,
and a subcooler , all having by-passes to allow
operation with or without them. Three sight glasses
are used. The configura tion is one-way with no reversing valve. Either heating or cooling data are
obtained by the same procedure , with the water flow
being interprete d as reversed in an actual application.
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Fig. 4

Measured heating COP with
open type compresso r

in Fig. 4 indicate which expansion device configura tion were used - above approxima tely 85°F evaporating it was necessary to switch to the 5-ton TXV to
keep superheat down and performan ce up, and above
95°F the manual by-pass was added. The level of
superheat entering the compresso r varied from about
8°F at the low end to approxima tely l5°F at the
high end. The performan ce with the modified inlet
reed valves (solid symbols) indicates a slight, but
not significa nt, improveme nt in performan ce. Upon
disassemb ly, however, it was found that an attachment pin on one of the modified valves was improperly installed and inhibited valve deflection somewhat, so that performan ce in this configura tion was
probably impaired. Inspection of both sets of
valves after testing found them in "as new" condition, During testing,o il level was monitored via
a sight glass in the compresso r crankcase , and no
oil managemen t problems were observed. In Fig. 5
the measured heating capacities correspond ing to
the COP data of Fig. 4 are shown.
In Fig. 6 are shown the compresso r isentropic efficiencies calculated from enthalpie s from measured
state propertie s as:
h2is-hl
nis

h -h
2 1

where hl = f(p ,T ), h = f(p ,T ) and
1 1
2 2
2
h2is = £(sz=sl,p 2).
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at the suction conditions explored here. Very
good agreement was obtained between the flow rate
indicated by the flowmeter and that calculated from
the ratio of heat out divided by enthalpy change
per pound of refrigerant passing through the condenser. An important feature of the data is that
unloading of the motor was obtained at high evaporating temperatures. Power input was quite flat,
from 1.78 to 1.85 kW, over the range from 50 to 80°F
evaporating temperature, then gradually fell off to
1.55 at 98°F with the best expansion valve configuration.

A series of tests similar to those described above
was conducted using the 2-speed hermetic compressor
in place of the open compressor, the remainder of
the system being the same. The maximum evaporating
temperature in this case was limited to 85°F, levels
greater than this probably not being necessary for
practical space heating. The heating COP results,
shown in Fig. 8, demonstrated trends quite similar
to those with the open type compressor, with each
compressor at low speed - the low speed of the
Lennox compressor being 4-pole (1725 RPM) rather
than 8-pole, however. The importance here is that
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Note that pressures and temperatures were measured
in the lines immediately before and after the compressor, not in the compressor itself. The trends
are as might be expected for an open compressor and
the relatively mild fall-off is encouraging for high
source temperature operation, being attributable
largely to the low speed.
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In Fig. 7 are shown the calculated volumetric efficiencies, determined as the ratio of actual system flow rate as indicated by the refrigerant flowmeter to the theoretical compressor pumping rate as
determined from Eq. 3. As can be seen they increase
, and reach very high values
linearly with T
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Fig. 8 Measured heating COP versus evaporating
temperature for 2-speed hermetic compressor
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the results correspond to a production hermetic machine which is a component that could readily be
introduced into a practical SAHP, and the speed is
at a practical level for sufficient capacity.

auxiliary heat supply. If electric resistance heat
is used for this task, as has been assumed in most
simulations, the poor energy efficiency (COP = 1)
dilutes severely the gains of high COP to the extent
that the Seasonal Performance Factor (SPF) does not
reflect enough energy savings for cost-competitiveness with conventional systems. Thus,a back-up
with higher COP is required and since a heat pump
is already present in the system,a source processed
through it is a logical CEndidate. Possibilities
include earth-coupling, air source (three-coil),
ground water as available, and swimming pools.
Earth-coupling appears to be the leading candidate
and an extensive DOE-sponsored program is under way
to develop its 'liability for a wide geographical
area. [7] The effect of adding earth-coupling to a
SAHP could affect the compressor requirements by
presenting a wider range of evaporating temperatures
on the low end, particularly if anti-freeze is used
in an earth coil. Additionally, in the cooling season, with heat being rejected to the e~rth, the condensing temperatures and pressures would often be
significantly lower than those for an ambient air
cooled system. It is highly possible in fact, that
earth coupled systems without solar energy will
prove more cowpetitive than SAHP's (at least sooner)
and heat pumps <>n.d their compressors may need to be
tuned to th:i.s application in the near future. High
temperature solar input still provides the unique
opportunity for very high SPF's, however, and the
SAHP system potential must be explored fully. Also
of importance for back-up is ambient air, providing
a "dual-source" system with two evaporators. This
system also would present a wide range of conditions
to the compressor, wider than the earth-coupled
SAHP, and include the necessity for defrost provision (solar heat being a possibility here). The
dual source system has potential for high performance but presents complex design problems, including refrigeration manageme~t with two evaporators
and optimization of the many possible control modes.

The motor power is shown in Fig. 9 and shows that
at low speed unloading was obtained above approximately T
= 65°F with ll5°F condensing.
High
evap
speed power continued to increase in the range
tested, to T
= 70°F.
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temperature for 2-speed hermetic compressor
DISCUSSION, APPLICATION TO SOLAR HEAT PUMP SYSTEMS
The ability to achieve very high COP's in the SAHP
can be significant for energy conservation. The results reported herein and those of DOE contractors
have shown the performance potential of the heat
pump portion of the system. In this latter work
results with small rolling piston compressors have
shown particularly good performance at the low
pressure ratios encountered [5) and in larger sizes
the helical screw compressor can be very effective
with solar source.[6)
For the SAHP to become practical and marketable,
however, it must become cost-competitive; and at
this time it may be said that high COP's are a necessary, but not sufficient conditions for this to
occur, The fact that solar supply often becomes
depleted in winter except for prohibitively large
collector areas, requires some form of back-up or

The need for compressor capacity control is important for any of these systems, as it is for energy
efficient conventional heat pumps. There are, of
course, satisfactory methods other than the speed
variation treated in the reported work, including
two compressors, twinned compressors in a single
shell, and blocked-suction cylinder unloading [8];
but at the high suction temperatures of interest
with solar input speed reduction affords the best
opportunity to maintain high cylinder efficiencies
and obtain motor unloading. Continuously variable
speed could eventually prove important with solar
heat pumps, particularly if photovoltaic electric
drive becomes practical.
In su=ry, the introduction of solar energy into
heat pump systems presents some new technical
problems for compressor design and application engineers and this paper has attempted to introduce
some of the considerations.
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